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In the
News
• Intuit Launches Quicken 2016
For Mac, Windows
Intuit has released Quicken
2016 for Mac and Windows
users. The Mac version includes
integrated bill pay that lets users
pay their bills, transfer money
between accounts, see what bills
have been paid, and which are
coming or are past due so they
can manage cash flow.
The Quicken product line for
2016 is available now at
Quicken.com and at select
retailers. It’s available in a variety
of configurations with pricing
ranging from $39.99 to
$164.99.
• Fitbit adds automatic exercise
tracking for Surge and Charge
HR
Forgetting to enter exercise
mode is no longer an issue, at
least for Fitbit’s more expensive
trackers.

iPad Pro problems:
Apple acknowledges
mysterious shutdowns,
but no fix yet
For now, Pro owners are advised to force restart their
tablets to unfreeze them.
Caitlin McGarry | @Caitlin_McGarry
Staff Writer, Macworld

ome iPad Pro owners have noticed some
strange behavior in their new 12.9-inch
tablets. Normally when you charge a device,
unless the battery has completely died, the
screen remains responsive. But some iPad
Pros are completely freezing, then dying, after a recharge.
The problem appears to be widespread—Apple’s support
communities are filled with complaints about the issue.

S

Apple knows about the problem, but hasn’t said why it’s
happening. There doesn’t seem to be a real fix for it,
either—at least not yet. The company published a support
document on Thursday advising Pro users to force restart
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Logitech Unveils Accessories Specially
Designed For The Ipad Pro
ogitech has unveiled
accessories designed
in collaboration with
Apple for the new
iPad Pro: the Logi
CREATE Backlit Keyboard Case
with Smart Connector and the Logi
CREATE Protective Case with Anyangle Stand.

L

The Logi CREATE Keyboard
Case is the first third-party keyboard
on the market to leverage Apple’s
new Smart Connector, eliminating
the need to power on, connect or
charge the keyboard, says Michele
Hermann, vice president of mobility
at Logitech. Both Logi CREATE
products offer thin and light front
and back protection, and the tightlywoven premium fabric resists

iPad Pro from page 1

their tablets to bring them back
to life, but that’s not really a
long-term solution, because the
issue is ongoing.
“When I connect my iPad
Pro to the charger for more than
an hour, it goes dead,” one Pro
owner reported in the Apple
support forum. “It takes
October, 2015

accidental bumps, scratches and
spills.

leaving the keyboard. The case
provides two viewing angles.

Through leveraging the Smart
Connector, the $149.99 Logi
CREATE Keyboard automatically
powers on and securely connects
with the super-sized iPad when it’s
placed in the typing position; no
Bluetooth pairing is necessary. The
keyboard is powered by the iPad Pro.

The $79.99 Logi CREATE
Protective Case with Any-angle
Stand has a hidden hinge that holds
your iPad Pro in a viewing angle
within a 60-degree range. You can
place the iPad Pro upright in the
stand for watching video or nearly
flat for sketching with the Apple
Pencil.

The Logi CREATE Backlit
Keyboard Case features full-size 19
mm keys, and adjustable
backlighting. The iOS shortcut keys
also put the power of your favorite
apps at your fingertips, says
Hermann. You can activate search
and media controls without ever

The Logi CREATE Backlit
Keyboard Case and the Logi
CREATE Protective Case with Anyangle Stand are available in a variety
of colors including black, red or
blue.


multiple hard resets to bring it
back to life.”

restart, as Apple is now officially
recommending.

MacRumors first reported the
iPad Pro issue on Monday, just
days after the supersized tablets
began shipping, and even
experienced the problem with
one of its own tablets. Apple
employees are reportedly
advising a range of solutions,
from using iTunes to restore
settings to performing a hard

We’ll update this story when
Apple pushes out a fix for the
problem.
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Apple Pulls More Than 250 Apps From The
Apple App Store

esearchers at
SourceDNA, an
analytics service that
profiles the Apple
and Android app
stores, say they've found more
than 250 iOS apps that violate
Apple's App Store privacy policy
forbidding the gathering of e-mail
addresses, installed apps, serial
numbers, and other personally
identifying information that can be
used to track users, reports Ars
Technica
(http://tinyurl.com/op75nc9).
However, Apple has noted the
problem and taken action.

R

News

from page 1

Fitbit Charge HR and Surge users no
longer need to worry about whether
they’ve remembered to log a workout
beforehand.
With a new software update, both
fitness wearables can record exercises
automatically. The so-called
SmartTrack feature can discern some
specific activities such as biking,
running, and the elliptical without any
input. Other activities are filed into
broader categories such as sports
(covering basketball and tennis, for
October, 2015

The apps “are significant because
they expose a lapse in Apple's vetting

process for admitting titles into its
highly curated App Store,” the article
adds. They also represent an invasion
of privacy to the one million people
estimated to have downloaded the
apps.

instance) and aerobics (for cardiokickboxing, Zumba, and dance
classes).
Users can set up SmartTrack through
Fitbit’s companion app, defining the
type of activities they want to track
automatically, and how much active
time it should take before Fitbit starts
counting. By default, Fitbit triggers
exercise mode after 15 minutes.
The new feature is somewhat similar to
the Smart Coach on Jawbone’s activity
trackers, which draws on aggregate
user data to figure out when a user has
exercised. After the workout, Jawbone
users can enter the type of activity on
their phone to get an appropriate

Apple has released the following
statement confirming the
SourceDNA findings:
"We’ve identified a group of
apps that are using a third-party
advertising SDK, developed by
Youmi, a mobile advertising
provider, that uses private APIs to
gather private information, such
as user email addresses and device
identifiers, and route data to its
company server. This is a violation of
our security and privacy guidelines.
The apps using Youmi's SDK
will be removed from the App Store

calorie burn measurement. The big
difference with Fitbit’s exercise
detection is that it requires heart rate
data, which means it isn’t available on
the Fitbit's cheaper Charge, Flex, One,
or Ultra wearables. (Correction: Fitbit
says the omission of SmartTrack from
these devices isn't specifically due to
their lack of heart rate tracking, adding
that the feature came to Charge HR
and Surge because they're the
company's "most advanced and topselling trackers.")
Beyond the new SmartTrack feature,
Fitbit is improving the quality of heart
Continued on Page - 11
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Apple Reports Record
Fourth Quarter Results
iPhone, Apple Watch & App Store Drive Revenue Growth of 22%
CUPERTINO, California — October 27, 2015
pple® today
announced
financial results for
its fiscal 2015
fourth quarter
ended September 26, 2015. The
Company posted quarterly
revenue of $51.5 billion and
quarterly net profit of $11.1
billion, or $1.96 per diluted share.
These results compare to revenue
of $42.1 billion and net profit of
$8.5 billion, or $1.42 per diluted
share, in the year-ago quarter.
Gross margin was 39.9 percent
compared to 38 percent in the
year-ago quarter. International
sales accounted for 62 percent of
the quarter’s revenue.

A

The growth was fueled by
record fourth quarter sales of
iPhone®, the expanded
availability of Apple Watch®, and
all-time records for Mac® sales
and revenue from services.
“Fiscal 2015 was Apple’s most
successful year ever, with revenue
growing 28% to nearly $234
billion. This continued success is
the result of our commitment to
making the best, most innovative
products on earth, and it’s a
testament to the tremendous
execution by our teams,” said Tim
October, 2015

Cook, Apple’s CEO. “We are
heading into the holidays with our
strongest product lineup yet,
including iPhone 6s and iPhone
6s Plus, Apple Watch with an
expanded lineup of cases and
bands, the new iPad Pro and the
all-new Apple TV which begins
shipping this week.”
“Apple’s record September
quarter results drove earnings per
share growth of 38% and
operating cash flow of $13.5
billion,” said Luca Maestri,
Apple’s CFO. “We returned $17
billion to our investors during the
quarter through share repurchases
and dividends, and we have now
completed over $143 billion of
our $200 billion capital return
program.”
Apple is providing the
following guidance for its fiscal
2016 first quarter:
• revenue between $75.5
billion and $77.5 billion
• gross margin between 39
percent and 40 percent
• operating expenses
between $6.3 billion and $6.4
billion
• other income/(expense) of
$400 million
• tax rate of 26.2 percent

Apple’s board of directors has
declared a cash dividend of $.52
per share of the Company’s
common stock. The dividend is
payable on November 12, 2015,
to shareholders of record as of the
close of business on November 9,
2015.
Apple will provide live
streaming of its Q4 2015 financial
results conference call beginning
at 2:00 p.m. PDT on October 27,
2015
at www.apple.com/quicktime/qtv/
earningsq415. This webcast will
also be available for replay for
approximately two weeks
thereafter.
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Sonnet Launches
Echo 15+ Thunderbolt 2 Dock

onnet
Technologies
has begun
volume
shipments of its
new Echo 15+ Thunderbolt 2
Dock, a 16-port docking station
for computers with
Thunderbolt ports. Featuring
an optical drive and an internal drive
bay, it offers users a central hub to
connect any Mac or Windows
computer with a Thunderbolt port
to multiple peripheral devices.

the back ports and disconnect lessneeded devices from the front
ports.

S

"The Echo 15+ is the ultimate
docking station for users to connect
every device they need, including
current and legacy devices — even
the latest Ultra HD 4K displays —
and expand their storage for backup
or increased capacity in a single
desktop device that connects to their
computer with a Thunderbolt
cable," says Greg LaPorte, vice
president of sales and marketing,
Sonnet Technologies. "With the
option to add internal storage
supporting data transfer rates of up
to 750 MB/s, as well as the ability to
read from and write to optical media
including Blu-ray Disc, Sonnet's
Echo 15+ Thunderbolt 2 Dock is the
go-to station for flexible
connectivity.”

October, 2015

Using the peripherals' supplied
cables, a user can plug up to 16
devices into the Echo 15+, including
printers, keyboards, mice, cable
modems, external hard drives and
SSDs, displays, headphones,
speakers, microphones, and iOS
devices. The user can instantly
connect a computer to all of those
devices simply by plugging it into
the Echo 15+ using a single
Thunderbolt cable (sold separately).
The Echo 15+ offers a range of
interfaces, including four for USB
3.0, two for 6Gb/s eSATA, one for
FireWire 800, and one for Gigabit
Ethernet, as well as two 3.5
millimeter audio inputs, two 3.5
millimeter audio outputs, and dual
Thunderbolt 2 ports to support
daisy-chaining of Thunderbolt
peripherals. USB 3.0, audio input,
and audio output ports are placed on
both the front and back of the
enclosure, enabling users to leave
frequently used devices connected to

Each of the dock's USB 3.0
ports can charge an iPad, iPhone, or
iPod, even while the computer is
disconnected, off, or sleeping. All
four ports provide 7.5 watts of
power.
In addition to its docking
capabilities, the Echo 15+ offers
customers their choice of a built-in
8x DVD±RW drive, a Blu-ray BDROM/8x DVD±RW drive with Bluray player software for OS X, or a
Blu-ray burner 4x BD-R/8x
DVD±RW drive.
The Echo 15+ Thunderbolt 2
Dock with DVD±RW Drive is
available for $469. The Echo 15+
Thunderbolt 2 Dock with Blu-ray
Player is available for $499. The
Echo 15+ Thunderbolt 2 Dock with
Blu-ray Burner is available for $599.
For more info go to
http://tinyurl.com/coc3bxp
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Netshred X Updated For Firefox
And Chrome
ireth Technology has rolled
out version 4.8.5 of
NetShred X
(http://tinyurl.com/plqvu8s), its
Internet eraser software that erases
internet cache, history and mail.
NetShred X runs on Mac OS X.

M

Version 4.8.5 adds support for
Firefox up to version 4.1 and support
for Chrome up to version 4.6. It also

addresses two outstanding
maintenance issues.
NetShred X is available for
immediate download, or on CDROM, starting at $24.95 for an
annual subscription. Educational
pricing and volume discounts are
available.


Apple’s Iphone Has 14 Percent
Worldwide Marketshare
ccording to the latest
research from
Strategy Analytics
(www.strategyanalyti
cs.com), global
smartphone shipments grew 10
percent annually to reach 354
million units in the third quarter of
2015. Samsung grew its smartphone
shipments six percent and finally
returned to positive growth for the
first time in over a year.

A

Global smartphone shipments
grew just 10 percent annually from
323.4 million units in the third
quarter (Q3) 2014 to 354.2 million
in Q3 2015, according to the
October, 2015

research. This quarter was the
smartphone industry's slowest
growth rate for six years, since the
depths of the global economic
recession back in 2009. Smartphone
growth is slowing due to increasing
penetration maturity in major
markets of the US, Europe and
China.
Samsung shipped 83.8 million
smartphones worldwide in Q3 2015,
growing 6 percent annually from
79.2 million units in Q3 2014.
Samsung has finally returned to
positive smartphone growth for the
first time in six quarters since Q1

2014. Its smartphone division is
back on the road to recovery.
Apple shipped 48.0 million
smartphones worldwide and
captured 14 percent marketshare in
Q3 2015, rising from 12 percent in
Q3 2014. Apple's iPhone 6 and 6
Plus models remained popular
worldwide, especially in China and
the United States.
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Google-owned VirusTotal starts analyzing
Mac malware in a sandbox
The service now extracts behavioral information from scanned Mac executable files

irusTotal, the most
widely used online
file-scanning service,
is now executing
suspicious Mac apps
submitted by users inside a sandbox
to generate information that could
improve the analysis and detection of
Mac malware.

and block it if it tries to do
something suspicious when executed.

This comes at a time when,
according to security vendors, the
number of potentially unwanted
Mac OS X applications, especially
adware programs, is at an all time
high.

In reality, if a VirusTotal scan
report shows no detection for a file it
doesn’t mean that it’s clean and
should be executed without worries.
However, if a VirusTotal scan returns
one or more positive results,
especially from well-known antivirus
products, then the file that triggered
them should definitely not be be
executed. So, there’s still value in the
system.

V

VirusTotal, a Google-owned
service, allows users to upload
suspicious files and scan them with
54 different antivirus products.
However, its scan results are not
perfect and should not be taken as
guarantees that files are safe.
For many years, the service only
performed a static scan of usersubmitted files without executing
them and this left out an important
component of modern malware
testing—behavioral analysis.
Many antivirus products might
not detect a file as malicious if it’s
simply stored on disk, especially if it’s
well obfuscated or part of a new
threat. However, they might detect
October, 2015

Since VirusTotal only used static
scanning, its reports never were an
accurate reflection of a malicious
file’s detection rate across antivirus
products, even though many people
interpreted them as such.

In an attempt to complement
their static analysis reports with more
information that could help users,
security teams and researchers make
better decisions about suspicious
files, VirusTotal added behavioral
information for Windows
executables in 2012.
This information is extracted by
running the file inside a controlled
environment—a sandbox—and
monitoring what actions it performs,
like what files it creates, reads, or
moves and what processes it spawns.

The same capability was added
in 2013 for Android apps and, as of
Tuesday, is also available for Mach-O
executables, DMG files, or ZIP files
containing Mac apps.
“Users may scan these file types
directly on www.virustotal.com, with
our OS X Uploader app, or via the
API,” VirusTotal team member Karl
Hiramoto said in a blog post.
David Harley, a senior research
fellow at antivirus vendor ESET and
a vocal critic of using VirusTotal
scans to make claims about the
performance of antivirus products,
feels that the addition of sandbox
testing to the service is an
improvement.
“This perhaps blurs the
distinction slightly between
VirusTotal’s service and other
security services in a way that might
cause further confusion among
pseudo-testers,” he said in a blog
post. “But that’s not VT’s fault, and I
think the value added to its services
more than compensates.”
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Drive Genius 4.2 Lets You Repartition A
Hard Drive In Yosemite, El Capitan
rosoft Engineering
has released Drive
Genius 4.2. Among
the list of
improvements and
updates to code in this new version,
Drive Genius 4.2 most notably adds
the very popular repartitioning tool
back into Drive Genius.

P

"Drive Genius users love the
repartition feature that allows you to
manage your hard drive space by
creating, deleting and resizing
volumes without erasing them,” says
Presort CEO Greg Brewer. "We're
excited to add this powerful tool
back into Drive Genius, which now

Drive Genius’s DrivePulse
feature alerts you to hard drive
issues before they become problems.
Top features like Defrag and
DriveSlim are designed to help keep
your Mac running fast. BootWell
lets you create a special bootable
secondary drive to Defrag or Repair
your main hard drive.
Drive Genius 4.2 is a free
update available to download from
or update within the application.
For new users the cost is US$99.
fully supports the latest El Capitan
and Yosemite operating systems from
Apple."



Apple Watch Link Bracelet Kit now
available in Space Black
The $49 add-on can expand the size of a Space Black Link Bracelet to accommodate bigger wrists.
Oscar Raymundo | @oscarraymundo
Staff Writer, Macworld
he new Magnetic
Charging Dock was not
the only new Apple
Watch accessory to hit online
stores today.

T

October, 2015

Apple has also begun selling a
Link Bracelet Kit in Space Black
for $49 in the Apple Store. Until
today, Apple was only selling this
kit for Silver Link Bracelets.
These Link Bracelet Kits are
designed for the 42mm Apple

Watch and contain six additional
stainless steel links. You can use
these kits to replace missing
links on your original bracelet or

Continued on Page - 10
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SMUG Membership Application
SMUG, the local Macintosh User Group provides Mac owners and users with a local
source of shared knowledge and experience through monthly meetings, training
seminars and its newsletter “The Dialog Box”.
Monthly meetings are held at the Fruitville Public Library, just east of the I-75 - Fruitville Rd. Exit
(see map on back cover)
Meeting times are 5:30PM to 7:30PM, unless specified. See website sarasotamug.com/meetings for meeting dates.
Individual and family membership is $30.00 per year payable to SMUG
Name: __________________________________________ Email Address: ___________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________ State: ______________ Zip: __________ Phone #: (____)___________
Mac Model: _____________________________ Date Joined: _______________Check #: _______________
BRING APPLICATION TO MEETINGS OR MAIL TO:
Sarasota/Manatee Macintosh Users Group • P.O. Box 941 • Venice, FL 34284-0941

Apple Watch Band

expands it to 245mm.

to expand it and accommodate
bigger wrists. The original Link

It’s interesting to note that
the Link Bracelet Kit in Space
Black is priced the same as the
Silver option. Getting a whole

Black. However purchasing an
Apple Watch with the Space
Black Link Bracelet is $100 more
than its Silver counterpart. It
looks like Apple forgot to put
this premium pricing on its

Bracelet measures 205mm and
adding all six of the links to it

new Link Bracelet costs $450,
whether its in Silver or Space

Continued on Page - 11

from page 9
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SMUG Info Line

Apple Watch Band
from page 10

President
Michael Ellis . . . . . . . . . . . . (941) 713-0361

lauded Space Black color when
selling additional accessories.

E-mail . . . . . . mike@sarasotamug.com
Vice President
David Schatz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E-mail . . . . . .david@sarasotamug.com

Why this matters: In recent
weeks, Apple has added several
new accessories, including the
Magic Mouse 2, Magic Trackpad
2 and Magic Keyboard for

iMacs, a Smart Keyboard and
Pencil for the iPad Pro, and
more recently a Magnetic
Charging Dock and Link
Bracelet Kits for Apple Watch. It
seems that all Apple wants for
Christmas is not to lose a sale to
a third-party vendor because it
doesn’t carry that one special
Apple accessory on your holiday
wish-list 

Treasurer
Steven E. Baker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 359-8687
E-mail . . . . . . . steve@sarasotamug.com

Editor, Webmaster & Industry Liaison
Ben Fernandez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320-7735
E-mail . . . . . . . . ben@sarasotamug.com

Members Support
Ben Fernandez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320-7735
E-mail . . . . support@sarasotamug.com

Please call at reasonable hours and ask
it this is a convenient time for them.
We appreciate your cooperation.

Visit Our SMUG WEBSITE at

www.sarasotamug.com
October, 2015

News

from page 4

rate measurements for Charge HR and
Surge users, and is adding weekly
exercise goals to its mobile apps. Those
goals are available now on iOS and
Windows, and are headed to Android
soon.
Why this matters: While Fitbit has

taken a commanding lead in the fitness
wearable market, it’s now facing serious
competition from the Apple Watch,
which last quarter jumped into second
place for worldwide wearable
shipment according to IDC. Apple’s
first smartwatch does not detect specific
workouts automatically, so this is one
way that Fitbit can keep appealing to
fitness enthusiasts as it heads into the
crucial holiday shipping season. 
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Sarasota/Manatee
Macintosh Users Group
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Meetings:**
CURRENT: Wednesday, Nov. 25, 2015
NEXT: Wednesday, Dec 16, 2015
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any last minute changes.
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